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"Kaka!" 

 

The void above the Wanjin building cracked, and two thin figures came out slowly. Their bent bodies but 

their eyes were shining. 

 

"Second uncle, third uncle!" 

 

Qian Wanguan also looked calm and spoke slowly. 

 

"Old guys, you are also interested in participating in the contradiction of younger boys, or do you covet 

the so-called divine fire?" 

 

The two hidden strongmen of the Qian family are slowly moving from the Golden Pavilion! 

 

"There are four of the six strong men who jointly fought against the holy fire in the former star domain!" 

 

The martial artists who could not leave the Wanjin building saw this scene and knelt down to the ground 

one after another. 

 

In their eyes, the strong at this level is the supreme existence. Even the terrible fire phoenix can fight! 

 

"That's not good. I'm old. I'm old. I have nothing to do with this old bone. Can I invite you to have a 

duel?" 

 



The two elders of the Zhu family of the Qi family opened their mouth. Obviously, if they attack Xiao Qin 

with their strength, they must be late. 

 

What's more, the two strong men of the Qian family will not allow such things to happen in their own 

territory! 

 

"Sure enough... Whatever!" 

 

The hidden strong man of the Qian family was stunned and understood each other's intention. They 

didn't care about their brothers in the later life, but they didn't want their two people to intervene! 

 

The ancestors of the Qi and Zhu families showed their partiality! 

 

"Foreign war!" 

 

Once the four great powers go to war, the nearby Taizhi city will be razed into fly ash in an instant. They 

can't afford the consequences! 

 

The forefathers of the Qian family drew a circle on their fingertips, which caused a ripple in the space, 

and the four figures disappeared in front of everyone. 

 

"Look, there are stars on the nine days!" 

 

However, for a long time, a vision suddenly appeared over the nearby Taizhi city. The meteor shower cut 

through the sky and covered the sun. The thunder rolled in the sky, and there was a shower of blood! 

 

"Xiao Qin, hand over the divine fire!" 

 

Xiao Su and the heads of the three families besieged Xiao Qin at an angle! 

 

Qian Wanguan stood in front of Xiao Qin and said, "it's your turn to play after playing for so long!" 



 

Everyone followed the prestige. Qian Wanguan's eyes pointed to the box of that day! 

 

"After such a big battle, I'm just coveting the holy fire. I'm so righteous. I'm really a bitch and set up a 

memorial archway!" 

 

A voice of indifference and ridicule came out. In full view of the public, ye Chen opened the golden roller 

shutter and ignored the public! 

 

"It's you!" 

 

"It's you!" 

 

Everyone didn't expect that the so-called distinguished guest of the Qian family in the box of that day 

was Ye Chen! 

 

"Qian Wanguan, how dare you fool us?" 

 

The moment Wang Teng saw Ye Chen's face, he was angry! 

 

After all, ye Chen is the chief culprit who killed their ancestors. We are mortal! 

 

"That's it. I didn't expect you to play such a big game of chess in order to win the divine fire. Thanks to 

your exquisite acting skills!" 

 

Qian Wanguan also disdained and hissed. 

 

"It has nothing to do with the Xiao family. If you want to be angry, you have the ability to get it 

yourself!" 

 



At this moment, ye Chen's reincarnation blood was running crazy. In order to prevent being discovered 

by the feather emperor, he also used the power of the demon Tianshi. In the demonized state, he was 

slightly evil, and the light red blood mist filled his body. There was a faint sense of boiling. Even in the 

brilliant Hall of Wanjin building, the space was distorted! 

 

"The fire is on you!" 

 

The Qi family and the Zhu family leader were stunned. Even Wang Teng was surprised. He didn't expect 

that this boy who only had Taizhen cultivation could tame the holy fire? 

 

"Array, never let this son escape!" 

 

Xiao Su, Wang Teng, the two heads of the Qi family and the Zhu family, and four heavenly kings, set up a 

net in the Wanjin building! 

 

"This is..." 

 

"Burning breath array!" 

 

Xiao Qin was surprised. Qian Wanguan also stared at the empty hall at the moment and said 

unexpectedly: "when did they..." 

 

The whole hall fell into darkness, and the cold breath brushed Ye Chen's face. 

 

"My spiritual power is losing!" 

 

Qian Wanguan frowned. Xiao Qin also felt the same experience. The evil wind in the array actually 

removed all their spiritual power! 

 

"Make a quick decision!" 

 



Qian Wanguan's eyes flashed and delayed like this. He and others would lose before fighting. His fists 

were like meteors, breaking the dark silence, and went to the main attack of the Qi family and the Zhu 

family! 

 

"Boom" 

 

A shining fist was cut by this array. Qi and Zhu stood with their hands down. Just one finger was to 

dissolve Qian Wanguan's killing! 

 

Xiao Qin on the other side also encountered the same problem. The attack and kill moves had not hit 

the enemy, and his power was cut by half by this strange array! 

 

"These guys are also afraid of fighting in the near too city, which will lead to some taboos!" 

 

Blessed by the power of holy fire, ye Chen was not affected too much. He immediately took the 

Longyuan Heavenly Sword and attacked and killed Wang Teng! 

 

Originally, he didn't intend to use the Heavenly Sword, but there was an array to cover the breath in the 

Wanjin building, which was difficult for the feather emperor to detect. 

 

The light red smell lingers all over the body, and the killing power is not reduced. The smart sword light 

forces Wang Teng to retreat day by day! 

 

You know, although Ye Chen is too true at this time! But enough to crush many heavenly kings! Although 

he didn't use the reincarnation Heavenly Sword and many cards, he had the holy fire and the fire of the 

Taoist spirit! 

 

The holy fire has not been completely absorbed by Yan Xuaner. This hegemonic power is enough to 

resolve this situation! 

 

"Really overbearing!" 

 



Wang Teng obviously noticed Ye Chen. Even if this array is blessed, the power of divine fire is still 

domineering, making Ye Chen easy to fight with himself! 

 

"Shenhuo is not controlled by a hairy boy like you. Hand it over!" 

 

Qi and Zhu even killed each other. Obviously, it was too reluctantly to hold down the two men with their 

ability to borrow money! 

 

"You go and help Xiao Qin, these three guys, give it to me!" 

 

Ye Chen preached to Qian Wanguan. 

 

Looking at Xiao Qin not far away, Qian Wanguan turned around and killed Xiao Su! 

 

"Hum, overestimate yourself!" 

 

The three people joined hands and hit with one hand. The overbearing power broke Ye Chen's wish 

Tianxing's defense in an instant! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The blood from the sharp shot was instantly evaporated by the light red fire awn all over the body. Even 

a trace of blood had not remained on Ye Chen, and the light color around the body became more and 

more dazzling. 

 

"I see..." 

 

The bright blood hole in his chest healed slowly. Ye Chen crossed his sword in front of his chest, and his 

face was a little pale! 

 



Although the holy fire is powerful, as Yan Xuaner said before, it is too powerful and evil, and will have a 

counteracting effect on herself. 

 

If I hadn't had a reincarnation God body, I'm afraid something would have happened. 

 

"It seems that you still have other treasures?" 

 

Qi and Zhu saw Ye Chen's terrible resilience. If it was too true, this blow would be enough to kill him! 

 

"Longyuan Tianjian: the sun is red and brilliant!" 

 

At this moment, the blood Dragon flew out of the sky and hit the sky! 
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Behind the roar of the blood dragon, countless clouds scattered, a golden sun slowly unfolded, dazzling 

to the extreme, and fused with the blood gas. 

 

Golden blood day has been rare since ancient times! 

 

The blood light split and turned into thousands of blood gas. It was fierce and fierce. It squeezed the 

array world into countless pieces and killed directly. 

 

The sharp sword Qi suddenly burst over the three people's heads, and the shining sword gang went to 

the array foundation of the four strong men. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

"No, hold the base!" 



 

Wang Teng was also surprised. Even strong people like Qian Wanguan and Xiao Qin were suppressed by 

the array, and their accomplishments were limited by more than 70%. Why did this boy have no 

influence at all? 

 

The three were confused by Ye Chen's voice. They immediately dispersed and stood at the foundation of 

the array to stabilize the array. 

 

"Right now!" 

 

Ye Chen's body burst out, and the fire phoenix turned under her skin. Ye Chen turned into a flash of 

streamer and flashed in front of Xiao Su who was struggling with Xiao Qin and Qian Wanguan! 

 

Xiao Su's cultivation is not weak. He is still able to deal with the joint attack of Qian Wanguan and Xiao 

Qin, but the sudden attack of Ye Chen behind him surprised him. 

 

"You!" 

 

Between the lightning and flint, ye Chen's eyes are close to Xiao Su's cheek. Even if Xiao Su wants to 

fight back, he sees the fire phoenix in Ye Chen's right eye! 

 

The fire phoenix in front of me chirped. Even if it was as strong as Xiao Su, a trace of evil fire burst up in 

the Dantian and confused my mind! 

 

This is enough for Qian Wanguan and Xiao Qin! 

 

They instantly locked Xiao Su and made him unable to move. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The Heavenly Sword in Ye Chen's hand pierced the old man's chest. The moment when the cold awn 

first appeared also surprised the owners of the three families! 



 

"Vertical son, you dare!" 

 

Wang Tengli drank, but it was too late! 

 

Qi and Zhu hurried back to help again. The palm print was engraved on Ye Chen's back. At this time, ye 

Chen ignored it. 

 

"Tick!" 

 

Xiao Su's chest was full of flowers, but ye Chen shouted: 

 

"Red dust God pulse, open it for me!" 

 

The golden armor reappeared. With a slap from the two strong men, he immediately sneered: "the 

game has just begun." 

 

Everyone didn't notice that ye Chen's eyes were evil. 

 

Yan xuan'er obviously sensed something wrong with Ye Chen for the first time, and immediately 

shouted to Ye Chen's consciousness: "childe! Don't let the fire phoenix out! I can't control it... Childe, 

wake up!" 

 

However, it was too late. 

 

The next second, under Ye Chen's skin, the fire phoenix wants to break out! 

 

"What is this?" 

 



Qi and Zhu felt as if their palms were printed on the iron wall. They were shocked and hurt. 

Immediately, their incredible voices sounded: 

 

"How is that possible?" 

 

A bright red fire phoenix emerged from ye Chen's body! 

 

The head of the fire phoenix broke from ye Chen's chest! 

 

"Joo!" 

 

The reduced version of the fire phoenix chirped, and the whole body of the divine feather instantly lit up 

a bright red light. Qi and Zhu only touched the moment, and their palms turned into fly ash! 

 

"Go back!" 

 

This fire phoenix, they have seen its power with their own eyes, and they can't defeat it at all! 

 

Ruthlessly cut off his right arm and immediately withdrew. 

 

With the moment of huohuang's appearance, on the hall of the whole Wanjin building, the array 

foundation engraved by the heads of the three families was melted in an instant, and the dark color was 

bright red in an instant! 

 

I hope Tianxing and Chenbei will protect Qian Wanguan and Xiao Qin and evacuate to the nearby Taizhi 

city at the moment when the array is broken! 

 

"Joo!" 

 

There was another Fengming, and the whole Wanjin building turned into ashes. Thousands of warriors 

in the city only felt red covering the sky, and the temperature in the city suddenly rose! 



 

A huge fire phoenix rushed out of the top of the Wanjin building and went straight to the sky! 

 

"No, ye Chen's move will bury millions of creatures in Taizhi city in an instant!" 

 

Qian Wanguan was in a cold sweat. Even they were afraid of the deterrent power brought by this fire 

phoenix! 

 

Xiao Qin looked around. There were millions of innocent creatures in this huge city! 

 

"No, it's hard to get close to the city!" 

 

The four giants in the fierce battle outside the region instantly felt the familiar breath, even when they 

tore the void and turned back! 

 

At the moment, there are howls all over the city, and some people have been melted by the hot 

temperature! 

 

From ye Chen to the Phoenix, and then to the four people turn back, it's just between electric light and 

fire stones. Someone has begun to fall! 

 

"Come on, space is confined. You must take down the fire phoenix, or the city near Tai will die!" 

 

The four strong men immediately set up a wall of seals with great strength and temporarily banned the 

huge fire phoenix that was going straight for nine days! 

 

At the center of the fire phoenix's eyebrows, a bright mark is shining! 

 

"No, the beast has lit up its mark. I'm afraid the four of us are in danger!" 

 



The ancestor of the Qi family was livid and lost his temper. 

 

"We caused the disaster. Even if we die today, we have to stop the evil animal!" 

 

The ancestors of the Zhu family were also pale and powerless. 

 

"Cough!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's figure flutters in the center of the fire phoenix's eyebrows 

 

Ye Chen wants to control the killing heart, but there is an evil fire surging in his chest. 

 

"Ye Chen, these guys want to kill you. Those who kill their hearts deserve to die. Listen to me and kill 

them all!" 

 

A voice echoed in Ye Chen's ears. In Ye Chen's eyes, a wisp of evil intention emerged! 

 

"Joo!" 

 

The fire phoenix under the sky spread its wings, and the root God feather stood up suddenly, piercing 

the boundary laid by the four strong men in an instant! 

 

"No!" 

 

The ancestors of the Qi and Zhu families still remember the past. The fire phoenix on the nine days is 

only a subconscious energetic feather, which is to pierce the space boundary they have laid with all their 

strength. If 

 

The two hidden strongmen of the Qian family also thought of the scene of the Fire Phoenix killing the 

four sides with its wings in the star region in the past! 



 

"It's over..." 

 

"Everything is over..." 

 

The four strong heavenly kings looked at the fire phoenix covering the sky in despair and sighed. 

 

As for the heads of the three families who covet the holy God fire, they have long been paralyzed and 

lost their sight. 

 

"Millions of living creatures in the near too city... Are dying!" 

 

Qian Wanguan also couldn't bear it. He closed his eyes and was ready to welcome the arrival of the trial. 

 

Xiao Qin put his hands together, prayed and whispered, "Mr. Ye, wake up!" 
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……. 

 

Now. 

 

On the ninth day, the flame Phoenix that was about to spread its wings was ready to move, and a trace 

of fire awn overflowed from the broken space barrier and fell to the ground. 

 

In an instant, three or four streets in the nearby Taizhi City evaporated and dissipated into the world. 

Fortunately, the four ancestors took action, which prevented someone from dying. 

 

"Alas!" 



 

An old sigh sounded, and soon the dull voice spread to every corner of the nearby Taizhi City: 

 

"People's hearts are not enough, snakes swallow elephants!" 

 

Above the sky, a golden meteor shower crossed the sky of the huge city, flashing the golden light of 

salvation! 

 

Looking at the endless nine days, the golden raindrops turned into fire chains and formed a big net to 

imprison the ten thousand Fire Phoenix. 

 

At the end of the void, an old man in a red robe hung barefoot, half clenched his right hand and 

clenched it in the air! 

 

"Joo!" 

 

The fire phoenix uttered a mournful cry, and the mark in the center of her eyebrows began to flicker. 

 

"Cough!" 

 

Ye Chen coughed up a mouthful of evil blood and recovered his consciousness. 

 

"Damn it, I can't completely control this power... I don't even have a chance to copy with Hongmeng big 

star sky and Tianxian Koi." 

 

The heavy panting sound is constant, and ye Chen is trying his best to prevent the power of divine fire 

from breaking out completely at the moment! 

 

"Ah, give it to me!" 

 



Ye Chen roared and shook the sky. The fire phoenix in his right eye turned over and extinguished the evil 

fire that pierced his heart. Immediately, the virtual shadow of the fire phoenix on the nine days began to 

be lax! 

 

"Huh?" The old man in red robes obviously felt the power of the divine fire dispersed, and the golden 

net on the sky slowly contracted to completely refine the power of the fire phoenix! 

 

Soon, a golden fire net the size of one person dragged Ye Chen's body and slowly put it in front of the 

Wanjin building turned into ruins. 

 

The old man in red looked at Ye Chen calmly and said nothing. 

 

"This... This is the great?" 

 

Seeing the terror of suppressing the fire phoenix with bare hands, the four Zhiqiang present exclaimed, 

even if they fell to the ground and knelt down! 

 

"Let's see the emperor!" 

 

The owners of the three families were surprised when they heard the speech. Regardless of their own 

injuries, even when they got up and knelt down, they echoed Lang's voice: "see the great emperor!" 

 

"See the great!" 

 

For a time, millions of creatures in the nearby Taizhi City surrendered to the cry, and its loud voice shook 

the earth. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were also awakened by the roar. 

 

"This is..." 

 



Without waiting for ye Chen to respond, the owners of the three families shouted, "please come 

forward and kill this son!" 

 

"Abandon the lives of millions of people in the nearby Taizhi city. If it were not for the great emperor, 

the nearby Taizhi city would be in danger!" 

 

Wang, Qi, Zhu, the three families and others said in unison. 

 

"It's bloody. If you didn't covet the divine fire, how could the city of Tai be placed in such a land of water 

and fire?" 

 

Xiao Qin was so angry that he immediately got up and shouted to the old man in red robes above the 

void. 

 

"Xiao Qin, how dare you disrespect the emperor and die!" 

 

Wang Teng is fierce and weak, with a loyal appearance. 

 

"He's still alive..." Qian Wanguan looked at the figure on the nine days and thought deeply. 

 

"Alas!" 

 

The old man never spoke, just a sigh, the world was awed, and no one dared to interrupt! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen who slowly struggled to get up, the old man in red robes whispered softly and said 

with a smile: "Ye Xiaoyou, please come forward!" 

 

The people of the three families were petrified in an instant 

 



The old man in red robe, standing in the void, is the supreme existence of the city near Taiji. The four 

great ancestors together are the holy fire that they can't help. They are all refined by their gold gilding 

fire! 

 

What everyone didn't know was that at that last moment, ye Chen, who had recovered his mind, took 

the initiative to disperse the power of divine fire, but it was amazing in the eyes of outsiders! 

 

Such a great power is so polite to Ye Chen? 

 

"Emperor, this son is..." 

 

Wang Teng, the leader of the Wang family, one of the three families in the near too city, even if he 

wanted to talk about ye Chen's crimes, after all, it was him who almost broke into a great disaster in the 

near too city! 

 

"Shut up!" 

 

Can the ancestors of the whole family not see the way? 

 

Wang Teng's complaints had not yet been exported, but he was slapped on his chest with a palm, and 

his body flew out upside down. The spirit dispersed seven points on the spot because of this palm, and 

his breath was instantly depressed. 

 

"Great emperor, calm down. We really don't know if ye Chen has an old relationship with you..." 

 

At the moment, the wrinkled old face of the Qi family's lofty ancestors forced out a smile with an iron 

blue face. Even when they knocked three heads at the old man above the void! 

 

Seeing this, the ancestor of the Zhu family quickly lowered his eyebrows and fell to the ground. His body 

trembled. He didn't even have the courage to look up at the old man in red robe! 

 

This is not a weak existence in the world! 



 

That's the existence that can easily erase them between the fingers! 

 

It is even said that he is a strong man in the same era as the ancient emperor Yu Huang! 

 

Even for the ancestors, there is no exception. As long as the old man in front of him has a heart to kill 

and turns his palm, the so-called four families in the near Pacific City can become a thing of the past! 

 

"There is nothing wrong with the warrior who goes against the trend of heaven and earth and seizes the 

supreme nature!" 

 

The old man in red robe slowly opened his mouth, and the two gods Qi and Zhu at the bottom dared to 

breathe heavily. It seems that the existence of "terror" should not mean to investigate their fault. 

 

In this way, it can be regarded as a life. 

 

"Damn it, we covet the divine fire and put millions of creatures near the Taizhi city in the midst of fire 

and water. If it weren't for the emperor's action... Four of us would die!" 

 

The ancestors of the Qi family worshipped three times again. Only then did they dare to lift their eyes 

and look at the old man in the void. They immediately raised their right palm and slapped their wrinkled 

old face! 

 

Unfortunately, even if it hurts, the smile on his face still doesn't dare to halve slightly. 

 

"Pa!" 

 

"Pa!" 

 

"Pa!" 

 



Seeing this, the ancestors of the Zhu family followed the example of the former and hurriedly made 

amends. 

 

This scene was seen by thousands of martial artists in front of the Wanjin building in the near Taizhi City, 

but surprisingly, no one dared to speak! 

 

Except for the dying Wang Teng, the heads of the three families were as honest as a lamb to be 

slaughtered. 

 

"Is this man really so terrible?!" 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen could not help but frown. You know, even the yanzun emperor who fought before, 

or the killing emperor, were evil demons suppressed under the desperate situation of death. There were 

constraints and constraints, which made him dangerous several times. 

 

Therefore, he was not surprised that these ancestors of the nearby Taizhi City behaved like this, but the 

old man was not related to him. Why did he want to help? 

 

"The dispute over the city near Tai is a number determined by heaven. The same is true when I come 

here today!" 

 

The old man in red opened his mouth again, and millions of creatures frowned to listen to the 

instruction. 
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"Everything you read is greedy and arrogant. There is reincarnation in cause and effect. This is the end of 

things here. You still need to protect the common people near the city of Tai!" 

 

The old man followed his words. With the sound of shaking the whole world on the nine days, it was 

transmitted to every inch of the land near the Taizhi city. The sky dropped golden fire rain, falling to the 

ground, turning into a golden ink and writing down the charm! 



 

"Too... Inflamed!" 

 

At this moment, it seems that the hearts of the martial artists in the nearby Taizhi city are more 

imprinted and engraved into the blood. What's more, they immediately realized the meaning of martial 

arts and broke through the realm! 

 

The ancestors of the Qi and Zhu families were shocked. When they saw the decree, they looked at each 

other in cold sweat 

 

"Such a domineering fire control power can refine the power of divine fire and Phoenix. I should have 

thought of it long ago..." 

 

These powers, which only exist in the legend, have long been the cruel people recorded in ancient books 

when they were children. Today, they will condescend to come to the near Taizhi city because of Ye 

Chen! 

 

For a time, the attitude of the people present towards Ye Chen quietly changed dramatically! 

 

"We will abide by the law of the great emperor!" 

 

Thousands of martial artists shouted in unison. Seeing this, the old man squeezed out a smile. 

 

"Little girl, it's good to stand up at such a moment!" 

 

The old man in red robe stared at Xiao Qin, who showed a stubborn color on the earth, as if he knew his 

origin. He said: 

 

"There are more kinds of girls than your father Xiao prison, ha ha!" 

 

The Xiao family who bow down at the scene are all beaming. It would be great benefit if they could get 

even a little relationship with this one. 



 

Among Xiao's parents' old group, Xiao Qin's old confidant has smiled. Xiao Su is besieged by Ye Chen, 

Xiao Qin and Qian Wanguan. He has drained his blood and gas. At the moment, the elder of the Xiao 

family has already returned to jiuxiao 

 

The people of the Xiao family who had been with him before looked into Xiao Qin's eyes, and there was 

only fear left! 

 

If it is liquidated according to the rules of the Xiao family... The consequences are unimaginable! 

 

"Thank you, master zanmiao!" 

 

Xiao Qin was surprised. He heard his father for the first time from such a strong man. He was still a 

mystery about Xiao prison. Unexpectedly... He knew it. 

 

The old man in red robe didn't say much about the Xiao family. Instead, he stared at the two Qian 

family, one of the four strongest! 

 

From the beginning to the end, although they were respectful to the arrival of emperor Taiyan, there 

was no fear between their eyebrows! 

 

"You are..." 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes were as deep as the sea. He looked through everything of the two people in an 

instant and glanced at Qian Wanguan beside Xiao Qin! 

 

"I hope you don't talk too much." 

 

The two strong men of the Qian family were embarrassed and asked. 

 

"Hahaha, I have nothing to do with your family when I come here. I won't get bored and get involved in 

this evil relationship!" 



 

Taiyan emperor smiled and immediately waved his hand and whispered. 

 

"Thank you, Emperor Taiyan!" 

 

The two of the Qian family saw this and paid homage. 

 

The red robed old man's sleeves brightened, and pieces of golden fire clouds rose at Ye Chen's feet. 

Surprisingly, there was no burning feeling at all. The gentle breath made Ye Chen exhausted, even 

unspeakable. 

 

"Ye Chen, I'll take it away. You can wait at will!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan didn't say any more. All he left was a thin figure. His body flashed and took Ye Chen to 

nine days away. Ye Chen looked back and looked down at the people in the nearby Taizhi City, but the 

voice of emperor chaotic Yan sounded in his mind: 

 

"Boy, this guy... Seems to have some problems. You should pay attention." 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want to move much at the moment, but can only respond by saying: 

 

"If you come, you will be at ease!" 

 

I don't know how long later, the old man took Ye Chen flying in the golden cloud of fire and didn't hurry 

on his way! 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

When he breathed out his turbid breath, he used the eight trigrams Tiandan technique and Tianxian Koi 

to copy it. Ye Chen, who had a good breath regulation, opened his eyes. A wisp of white clouds turned 

into fog and wet breath came from the pavement. This coolness also made him feel very comfortable. 



Overlooking the earth, the land under his feet was endless, and mountains and rivers stood and drew a 

floating picture. 

 

"It's worthy of being in the same era as the ancient emperor of the feather Emperor... It can also be so 

above ten thousand feet! This person is so powerful, isn't the ancient emperor of the feather emperor 

more distant?" 

 

"Ye Chen, you wake up!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan's face was warm and spoke to Ye Chen. 

 

"Elder..." 

 

Ye Chen was flattered by the old man's politeness, and didn't know what to do for a moment. 

 

"Ha ha, little guy, you don't have to worry. I know you have a lot of questions in your heart?" 

 

Taiyan emperor smiled leisurely, sat in the clouds, looked back and smiled at Ye Chen. 

 

"Er..." 

 

Ye Chen was embarrassed to scratch his head and wanted to stop talking. 

 

"You want to ask, why did I save you?" 

 

The old man seemed to know what ye Chen was thinking. He just opened his mouth and said with a 

smile. Without waiting for ye Chen to answer, Emperor Taiyan explained to himself: 

 

"I have a close friend who has met you several times before. His closed disciple is also your brother!" 

 



Ye Chen thought it was Ren extraordinary, but the latter sentence obviously meant something else. 

Taishen is the most likely. 

 

He thought for a moment and said, "but the great God and Zhu Yuan?" 

 

Unexpectedly, the unfathomable Taishen had a friendship with the Taiyan emperor. In the past, when 

he first met the Taishen, he couldn't see through the doorway with his cultivation and vision of Taizhen. 

Now the old man is a close friend with the Taishen 

 

It seems that Zhu Yuan's master is really not simple! 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan nodded gently with a smile and immediately said, "in addition to the advice of my old 

man, I have one more thing to ask!" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but be stunned. The existence of such a forbidden area can't help asking for 

something? 

 

"Er... What do you want me to do?" 

 

Ye Chen scratched his head and asked. 

 

"Hehe, little guy, have you accepted the legendary holy fire?" The old man asked directly. 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently. There's nothing to hide. This time, the disaster of the nearby Taizhi city was led 

out by himself. If it was announced to the world that he was the Lord of divine fire, ye Chen simply 

nodded generously. 

 

"Yes, the holy fire is really for my use, but the younger generation's strength is low. If you try your best 

to attract the power of the holy fire, you will be eaten back..." 

 



"I've seen the difficulty of being close to the city. If you hadn't done it, I'm afraid... The consequences 

would be unimaginable." 

 

He is the owner of the fire of the Taoist spirit and the holy fire. Although he was invaded by the evil fire, 

he saw everything in his eyes. 

 

"Try if you can melt it!" 

 

The old man flipped between his palms, took out a thumb sized crystal stone and handed it to Ye Chen. 

The glimmering light on it kept flashing, as if he had life! 

 

"The smell of this stone is actually full of strong ancient rhyme!" 
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Ye Chen took it in his hand and kept playing. There was still a trace of coolness in the warmth. Touching 

it, he even felt the rhythm of blood. All kinds of shimmering lights kept flashing. It was a shining star! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help looking up at the sky and comparing it with the nine stars, but he couldn't see it in 

broad daylight. 

 

"This is... Star meteorite?" 

 

At this time, a burst of exclamation rang out in Ye Chen's mind. It was ling'er. 

 

"Why, this thing?" 

 

Ling'er's dignified voice sounded again: "this thing is not the existence of this world, ye Chen, this old 

guy is not simple..." 

 



"Ye Chen, little friend?" 

 

Seeing ye Chen looking at the stone, Emperor Taiyan asked aloud. 

 

"Cough... This stone is a little special. I fell in love for a while. Don't blame me, elder!" Ye Chen smiled to 

show embarrassment. 

 

The old man asked again, "can you give it a try?" 

 

Ling'er then rumored, "hide your clumsiness!" 

 

Ye Chen heard the speech, took a deep breath, nodded and replied, "OK!" 

 

The bright red flame filled Ye Chen's body. Ye Chen closed her eyes and focused on the power of fire in 

the right palm. The hot light evaporated all the clouds in an instant. At the top of the sky, black thunder 

emerged! 

 

Emperor Taiyan just glanced away and waved it with his arms and hands. The thunder that was about to 

burst in front of him disappeared in an instant! 

 

Ye Chen was absorbed, and the fire awn in the right palm sublimated and condensed again. In the fresh 

fireworks, countless divine feathers of huohuang condensed, cutting away towards the spirit stone like a 

sharp blade! 

 

"Ka!" 

 

As time went by, a few cracks spread out, and a trace of gorgeous liquid flowed from the spirit stone. 

 

The old man's eyes lit up a trace of excitement, and he not only murmured, "it's really successful... Even 

my gilded sky fire can't shake my existence!" 

 



"Worthy of the holy fire!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes showed an eager color and looked at Ye Chen like a living treasure. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

A violent wave suddenly burst up, and even emperor Taiyan was in a hurry. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

Ye Chen sighed and said, "senior, the previous war consumed too much. Now I can only do this!" 

 

Ling'er in Dantian raised his middle finger contemptuously, which was a poor acting skill. 

 

"Well..." 

 

The red robed old man first frowned and stretched out for a long time: "it doesn't matter. You follow me 

to the Taoist temple and I'll help you recover!" 

 

It seems that he saw Ye Chen's doubts. Emperor Taiyan then explained: "yes, I occasionally got a divine 

material and wanted to cast the emperor's sword, but the stone is tough. Even my gilded sky fire can't 

help it. That's why I'm looking for you!" 

 

"I see!" Ye Chen nodded and said in a deep voice, "thanks for your help, the matter of casting a sword is 

wrapped in me!" 

 

The old man nodded and said no more! 

 

…… 

 



Speechless all the way. 

 

Ye Chen recalled the scenes that had happened in the past near the city of Taizhi. Combined with the old 

man's attitude, the Qian family is likely to have a great background, otherwise he would not have got so 

many strange treasures, and basically sat down with the news from the world of Taishi. 

 

"By the way, Yibao..." 

 

Ye Chen took out the holy mirror obtained from the Wanjin building auction and played it again and 

again, but he never got anything! 

 

"What is this?" 

 

Emperor Taiyan smiled and asked. 

 

Ye Chen also smiled and scratched his head: "it was an accidental income from the auction. I thought it 

was a treasure. I didn't expect..." 

 

The moment Ye Chen handed the mirror to the old man, he looked a meal. 

 

The old man took the spirit mirror and looked at it carefully, but no matter how he tried, the object was 

ancient well without waves and had no response. 

 

"It has been completely damaged..." 

 

Emperor Tai Yan handed the mirror to Ye Chen again. 

 

"Yes." Ye Chen quickly took over and immediately said, "what a pity..." 

 

But the old man didn't notice the difference in the bottom of Ye Chen's eyes. 



 

At the moment when the old man looked at the holy mirror, the holy fire changed again. The fire 

phoenix in the right eye flashed. The reincarnation of the heavenly eye combined with the holy fire. Ye 

Chen saw the emperor Taiyan in the mirror and turned slowly into a black fog! 

 

"It's weird!" 

 

"Is it true?" Ye Chen murmured. He wanted to ask chaotic Yan Emperor. However, somehow, there was 

no movement in the reincarnation cemetery. It seemed that he didn't communicate with himself. 

 

"What, really?" It was ling'er's voice that instantly reminded Ye Chen. Ye Chen immediately said, "ling'er, 

go to Taishen mountain to verify Taishen old man. This is too Yan Emperor. It's strange!" 

 

Another wisp of cloud and steam blew by. The little girl opened the space ripples with the rhythm of the 

wind and drifted away with the breeze. 

 

…… 

 

An hour later. 

 

Ye Chen's cheeks can no longer feel the rhythm of the breeze. The scenery in front of him is still the 

same. Ye Chen mentions his essence and spirit. He obviously feels that he is not in the same time and 

space as before! 

 

On the void, there was a faint smell of rotten scarlet gas. Ye Chen looked at it with a low eyebrow, but 

his feet were white. 

 

"Here we are!" 

 

With a faint greeting from the old man, the scene in front of Ye Chen became more and more clear. 

Countless stars fell into this space and hit an bottomless pit. Only a small * * was exposed, but it was 

higher than ordinary mountains! 



 

If it weren't for the round surface and the appearance of no grass, ye Chen was really surprised to be 

among the Luan mountains. 

 

In the sky, occasionally a few sky fires crossed, hit countless stars and shook down the stars. This bright 

light lit up this silent land. 
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Ye Chen looked at the scenes of magnificent strong men fighting in the void, picking stars with their bare 

hands and being extremely overbearing. Moreover, divine beasts such as Kirin and Phoenix tore the sky 

and fought. Between the throughput and the ups and downs of the world 

 

"This is the reflection of ancient times, just reappeared under the starlight!" Taiyan emperor explained 

as he led the way. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but be surprised. At a glance, he felt the meaning of killing and cutting, and his 

hair stood up. 

 

With the deepening, not long after, a purple was introduced into the eyes. 

 

Green bamboos radiate light, surrounded by groups of purple hazy breath numbers. In this silent place, 

the rich breath of life is fully displayed. 

 

The fingertips gently touched the purple bamboo leaves in the palm, which were just like the stones the 

old man had given Ye Chen to check! 

 

"Yes, the deep place in the forest is the place where the divine material is located. This stone embraces 

the light of stars outside the territory, as if it gave birth to life. Unexpectedly, it nourished vitality in this 

dead place and gave birth to this bamboo forest!" 

 



"Although it is not as good as the jade bamboo fairy pool of the Jade Emperor, it is also happy." 

 

Emperor Taiyan slowly opened his mouth and explained. 

 

"I also broke in by chance. When I saw this later, I settled down. As a Taoist temple, I was happy!" 

 

The old man stretched out his hand and pointed. In the center of the blue wave with purple gas flowing, 

the courtyard with bamboo as the stem fell. It was quiet and peaceful. Purple leaves covered the 

courtyard. Stepping into this, the circulation of Ye Chen's spiritual power was accelerated by a few 

points! 

 

"There is a spirit here. At your feet, the bottom of the purple sea is the source of the divine material. 

You should rest here and try again after your spiritual power recovers to its peak!" 

 

After emperor Taiyan arranged the residence for ye Chen, he left with a smile. 

 

…… 

 

meanwhile. 

 

"I remember taishenshan should be in this direction..." 

 

Ling'er's long white hair, like a waterfall, melted into the void, glittering and translucent, and a few 

threads of gold awned in her eyes. 

 

"Here we are!" 

 

Seeing this inch of land and gold sand, ling'er's petite body went straight to the middle platform 

surrounded by five peaks. 

 

Not long. 



 

The fences are inclined to the side of the green bamboo forest. In front of a hut at the moment, the 

young people on the rocking chair are very comfortable. The feather fans flutter back and forth, the 

breeze blows their faces and squint their eyes. They are the second disciple of Taishen, limitless! 

 

Another handsome man behind him stood with his hands on his back, a flute floating behind him, and 

said, "since the little younger martial brother came, your sitting Kung Fu has also retreated a lot!" 

 

LINGJI looked at the limitless figure in the front yard and joked. 

 

"Elder martial brother, isn't all this for the younger martial brother? Besides, all this is the meaning of 

the senior master." 

 

The feather fan covered his face, but he couldn't see his expression. His leisurely posture didn't get up. 

When he was about to answer the elder martial brother's question, he was suddenly surprised! 

 

Even the spirit pole on one side stared at the corner outside the court! 

 

"Strange, I clearly sensed..." 

 

LINGJI and Wuji checked several times and found no results. They couldn't help wondering, "is it an 

illusion?" 

 

"Two senior brothers, I have finished my training!" 

 

Not far away, a teenager asked for instructions and said, "between the eyebrows, the eyes are clear and 

the face is white, which is a little more gentle than the poor appearance of getting out of trouble 

before.". 

 

It's Zhu Yuan! 

 

"Well... Go back to your yard!" 



 

LINGJI and Wuji looked at each other and could no longer feel the surge of the mysterious atmosphere. 

However, when Zhu Yuan asked for instructions, they couldn't help looking back and telling him. 

 

"Good!" 

 

The young man in green shirt hugged the two young men and immediately turned around and walked 

towards his courtyard like a meteor. He was afraid to slow down. If the two senior brothers want him to 

do anything else at the starting point, it would be more than worth the loss! 

 

"This boy..." 

 

LINGJI and Wuji looked at Zhu Yuan who had retreated in panic and couldn't help shaking his head and 

laughing. 

 

When Zhu Yuan returned to his courtyard, he no longer looked so reserved. He shook his neck and sat 

down in front of the steps of the courtyard. Looking at the weeds in front of him, he said: 

 

"Now that you're here, please show up!" 

 

There was a ripple in the void. Linger's body tore a crack, and his smooth little feet stepped out and 

stepped on the fallen leaves on the ground. He couldn't help admiring: "yes, even the two disciples of 

Taishen, LINGJI and Wuji, didn't find my existence. Since you saw through it!" 

 

Zhu Yuan shook his head and said, "you have the smell of a childe!" 

 

"Oh?" Ling'er nibbled his index finger, and his big eyes flashed, "he is really a genius." 

 

"But now I want to see your master. Something happened to Ye Chen!" 

 

Zhu Yuan, who was originally excited, said in a deep voice, "I see!" 



 

As soon as Zhu Yuan instructed him, a touch of blood essence spilled out, and there were gusts of wind 

in the whole green forest, sweeping the fallen leaves into an illusory figure. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

"Younger martial brother unexpectedly used the card to protect his life." 

 

Wuji can't help frowning. The master's spiritual body has supreme power. The bottom card that can 

save life at the critical moment is used so freely? 

 

"Do you remember that ye Chen has a little girl who is very good at the power of space..." 

 

The spirit pole seemed to know this for a long time and smiled. 

 

"I see... I said who was it just now!" 

 

The limitless figure on the rocking chair never moved half a minute from beginning to end 

 

"Master, shut up. This spiritual body should appear. He will know what happened here!" 

 

Zhu Yuan was pale and spoke to ling'er. 

 

"It's you little girl. What can I do for you?" 

 

The purple robe has the same snow-white waterfall hair as ling'er. There is no wrinkle between the 

man's eyebrows. He has a golden crown on his head. The starlight flows in his eyes and opens his 

mouth. 

 



"Hey, old man, did you entrust your good friend to go to the nearby Taizhi city to save Ye Chen?" The 

sound of ling'er startled Zhu Yuan, who was already trembling, a big stagger, "old man?" 

 

At the thought of the devil like life of this period of time, Zhu Yuan looked at ling'er and slowly derived a 

trace of worship 

 

Hearing the speech, Taishen frowned and said, "no!" 

 

"Why, did you make trouble in the nearby city?" 

 

Ling'er shrugged his shoulders, spread his two small hands, and said, "it's no big deal. It's just to accept 

the holy fire, and then detonate it in the huge city near Taizhi city!" 

 

Ling'er also drew an exaggerated action of explosion and danced. 

 

Taishen: " 

 

"At the critical moment, an old man playing with fire came, saved Ye Chen, pressed the fire burning 

trend, and then said it was your best friend!" 

 

Taishen listened to linger's words and looked calm until he mentioned himself. A trace of doubt rushed 

to his heart: "what?" 

 

"The guy said he asked Ye Chen to help forge the sword..." ling'er told Taishen about the divine stone. 

The white haired man in front listened to ling'er's explanation and looked green and yellow! 
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"By the way, that guy seems to be called Yandi... Yes, too Yandi!" 

 



Ling'er thought for several times and said. 

 

Too God is bright eyes one Ning, opening a way: "too Yan Emperor..." 

 

This man, like an emperor, also remembered the scenes and even some words. 

 

"If I fall here, I will never let you live!" 

 

…… 

 

"Hello? Do you know him or not?" 

 

Ling'er was unmoved when he saw Taishen and said a word to remind him. 

 

"I do know him..." as soon as ling'er put down his nervous look, he heard too God and then said, "but we 

are not close friends. He has a blood feud with me!" 

 

"What!" 

 

Ling'er's face collapsed immediately. It's not hitting the muzzle of the gun! 

 

"Then ye Chen... Isn't it dangerous?" Ling'er immediately put away his cynical appearance and turned 

around to leave! 

 

"Wait a minute, Emperor Taiyan has fallen for a long time. This man is my old enemy when I fought. I 

witnessed his fall with my own eyes." 

 

"Cast sword... How can the fallen body revive to cast sword?" 

 

Taishen's bright eyes flashed, thought for a long time and said, "I see!" 



 

In an instant, a golden brocade bag crossed linger's eyes, and Taishen said, "you take this thing back to 

Ye Chen, open it at the moment of life and death, or there may be a glimmer of vitality!" 

 

Ling'er nodded solemnly and didn't say much. Turning around was to leave! 

 

"Childe..." 

 

Zhu Yuan watched ling'er disappear and fell into silence. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, ye Chen naturally didn't know the dialogue between Taishen and linger. 

 

At the moment, he is staring at a strange animal. 

 

He never expected that a purple Unicorn cub would appear in front of him. 

 

"Why do you... Make me feel familiar." Ye Chen murmured. 

 

At this time, Yan Xuaner said, "childe, it's not that you are familiar with him, but that Shengtian Shenhuo 

and I are familiar with it." 

 

"Does the holy fire intersect with it?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but wonder, but the lovely little purple guy in front of him stared at himself and 

immediately asked: 

 

"Are you here to play with me?" 

 



The sound of milk, the color of innocence. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. After thinking for a while, he said, "yes... I'm here to play with you." 

 

Hearing the speech, little Qilin lowered his head in frustration, scratched the ground angrily with his two 

claws, and said, "but... But I can't leave here!" 

 

"The baby can't leave!" 

 

"Why?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Little Qilin tilted his head and thought, "well... The stones here are very hard. I can't get out." 

 

After saying that, I didn't forget to run forward and head for a layer of space. 

 

"I might be able to save you!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled and comforted. 

 

"Really?" Little Kirin's claws touched his head with great cooperation, and his tone was a little more 

hopeful. 

 

Ye Chen said firmly, "really!" 

 

"It's a deal!" The clumsy little body turned upside down several times in broken steps. At the moment 

when the little claw and ye Chen's fingers were about to contact, the stars burst and the breath of the 

sky burst 

 

"Cough!" 

 



Ye Chen woke up and looked around. In the silent purple bamboo house, there was only a glimmer of 

light to illuminate the house, and there was nothing else. 

 

"Was it a fairyland or a legacy of ancient times?" 

 

"I remember you. You must come to me!" 

 

At the moment when ye Chen put down his vigilance, the voice of milk was like thunder, rising in his ear! 

 

Ye Chen immediately rushed out with an arrow. Outside the purple bamboo house, the night was lonely 

and silent! 

 

"Ye Chen, little friend?" 

 

Outside the Zizhu house, Emperor Taiyan sat cross legged to protect Ye Chen's Dharma! 

 

Seeing ye Chen rush out, he got up and wondered. 

 

"This..." the purple sea is calm without any ripples. Even the stars sleep in the quiet night. 

 

"Elder, I'm all right!" 

 

Ye Chen could only harden her head and explain, "you can have a try!" 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Emperor Taiyan looked happy when he heard the speech. He wanted Ye Chen to die for him as soon as 

possible! 

 

"In this way, you are a little friend!" 



 

The old and the young, one by one, fled into the purple sea. 

 

There is a purple shimmer in the eyes, but there is no moisture in the ocean. If the purple liquid flows, it 

will pass through the skin. 

 

"At the bottom of the deep sea, the source of the stone is below!" 

 

They sneaked down for thousands of feet, and then they saw the bottom. At the bottom of the purple 

sand sea, there stood a god stone about ten feet high! 

 

God is like a 'giant sword'! 

 

Ye Chen's right palm gently touched it, and all kinds of glimmers flashed, and the surge of blood vessels 

became stronger! 

 

"Hee hee!" 

 

Another inexplicable voice sounded in my ear! 

 

"The gravel I gave you before was stripped from it. Ten thousand years ago, when I found this divine 

stone, it was hundreds of feet huge. Over the past thousand years, I have been refining it with gilded sky 

fire, which has just reached the current level!" 

 

"But there seems to be some obstacle. Since then, my gilded sky fire has no choice but to use this divine 

stone!" 

 

"If a foreign object was made into an imperial soldier that day, it would be unparalleled! I'm afraid it 

would surpass the eight heavenly swords!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan Yu Guang glanced at Ye Chen and looked forward to it! 



 

Ye Chen looked around and looked at the bottom of the sea. 

 

"This old man has even arranged an array here. It seems that he doesn't just want to forge a sword..." 

 

At the bottom of the purple sea, although the trace is hidden by the dim light, ye Chen is the Lord of the 

holy fire. He has a natural sense of the breath of fire! 

 

He is also the master of Brahma's divine skill: military formula. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

A touch of bright red lights up the deep sea. Ye Chen, who is rippling with rich blood color light, turns 

into a color of streamer and lingers on the divine stone. The hot high temperature instantly makes the 

whole purple sea boiling and the purple dust hanging upside down! 
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"Huh?" 

 

When Emperor Taiyan's eyebrow was picked, the domineering flame of the holy fire made his flesh feel 

a faint pain: 

 

"It's worthy of being a divine flame. In the hands of a boy in the Taizhen realm, he has such power..." 

 

"If I could take it, I might be reborn..." 

 

At the time of his emotion, the blood and flesh under the old man's skin slowly scattered into a cloud of 

starsand flowing into the purple sea. The divine fire of Ye Chen's full fire triggered a vision and covered 

the embarrassment of emperor Taiyan! 



 

"Old man, I'll see if you can stand the fire!" 

 

In Ye Chen's right eye, the fire phoenix kept flying. 

 

"Ye Chen, there is space to seal this world. If I return, I will be noticed by this old man in an instant!" 

 

At this time, the voice of ling'er came. They had the same mind and had a virtual tablet blessing. Each 

other's thoughts could convey information. 

 

"Emperor Taiyan is the enemy of the great God. It's false to lure you here to forge a sword. I'm afraid it's 

true to seize the divine flame!" 

 

"I found a brocade bag from the great God, which can solve this encirclement, but I can't step into your 

space!" 

 

Ling'er's voice sounded and said anxiously. 

 

At the moment, ling'er can also feel the changes in Ye Chen's body and the crazy operation of 

reincarnation blood, which is enough to explain the problem! 

 

"Do you remember the power of blood and Qi I took from Xiao Su?" 

 

"What do you mean?" 

 

"Previously, thanks to the old guy's suppression, the Yin devil Tianshi left Xiao Su's blood, which was 

enough to induce the fire phoenix to come to the world again. This violent force will certainly make the 

old guy's space boundary disordered. You take advantage of it!" 

 

Ye Chen made a quick decision. 

 



"However, the fire triggered by the power of blood and Qi will make you lose consciousness again. The 

sequelae is too big. If the old guy has a second hand, we will be in trouble." 

 

Ling'er worried. 

 

After all, the previous move of near the city of Tai is a living example. Once Ye Chen is occupied by evil 

thoughts, they will have no resistance! 

 

"It depends on what effect his brocade bag will play, or..." 

 

"Or what?" 

 

"Nothing, do what I say!" 

 

Ye Chen thought of the unknown little purple unicorn and wanted to stop talking. 

 

…… 

 

Meanwhile, outside. 

 

"This is..." 

 

Emperor Taiyan saw that the fire phoenix in front of Ye Chen's chest not far away had life again. It 

surged under its blood and wanted to break out. 

 

The remaining light in the corner of his eye glanced around again. The old man determined that his array 

still existed, that is, let the power of Fire Phoenix in Ye Chen wake up again! 

 

In an instant. 

 



With a low cry, a fire phoenix broke out of Ye Chen's chest, and the bright red blood condensed into root 

divine feathers. With the birth of the divine Phoenix, the whole purple sea was completely boiling! 

 

"Avoid its edge!" 

 

Seeing that his body was about to be broken, Emperor Taiyan immediately flashed his body and shouted 

to Ye Chen, "Ye Chen, little friend, I protect the Dharma for you on the purple sea!" 

 

The God stone about ten feet high was also surrounded by the bright red flame. There were light cracks 

on the surface. A touch of star liquid slowly overflowed, and the God stone was shrinking at a visible 

speed! 

 

The sword embryo takes shape slowly. 

 

The old man saw it and left safely! 

 

Over the purple bamboo forest, there is a faint gap in the always stable space. Under the deep pits hit 

by countless stars, bright red pillars of fire rising up into the sky, and the terrible high temperature 

rushes to the earth. Even the endless star hills evaporate into ashes in an instant! 

 

Above the dome, bright red pillars of fire hovered in the sky, burning through the space one by one, and 

black nothingness thunder poured in, enveloping the whole earth. 

 

The golden fragments of sky fire fell into the sky. Emperor Taiyan stared and sighed, "even my boundary 

has been burned through, but it seems to be a little weaker than the power of divine fire in the nearby 

Taizhi city!" 

 

"Hum, this space is stable enough. When your waste heat dissipates, the sword embryo will be 

completely formed, peel your blood and win the divine fire, and I will recover completely!" 

 

The black nothingness thunder hit his flesh, and the flame of divine fire in the whole space was also 

ignited by the thunder. Every inch of space ignited a bright red flame! 

 



Taiyan emperor's body began to break inch by inch, but the expression on his face was full of joy. 

 

When ye Chen is weak, it is his purpose to peel off Ye Chen's blood and win the refining of holy fire. Ten 

thousand steps back, once the divine fire withers with Ye Chen's blood, he can also quench the sword 

embryo. The weapon forged with divine fire is also invincible in the world! 

 

"Ha ha ha!" 

 

His plan is perfect! 

 

Ye Chen can't get out of trouble from this space by his means. As long as he survives the last madness of 

huohuang, he will be reborn! 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

Hiding his body, ling'er rushed into the bottom of the purple sea for the first time and ran towards Ye 

Chen. 

 

"Buzz!" 

 

The void fluctuated, ye Chen's eyes opened, and soon linger's voice came: 

 

"God has entrusted us with a chance of life and death!" 

 

The golden brocade bag flashed. With the last Qingming Festival, ye Chen tore open the jade silk 

package to protect her life 

 

At the bottom of the purple sea, under the quenching of the holy fire, the layers of the divine stone have 

begun to break, and the viscous star liquid flowing out continuously emits bursts of lingering light. In the 

center of the divine stone, it is faintly visible that there seems to be something sealed in it! 

 



"Sure enough... Under the stars!" 

 

Just when ling'er was surprised, the holy fire on Ye Chen's side had completely erupted. It was only a 

matter of time before he was controlled by his current state and was occupied by evil intentions again! 

 

The brocade bag given by the great God flashed violent waves. 

 

...... 

 

Over the purple bamboo forest, Emperor Taiyan only felt a sudden change under his feet. In the whole 

world, countless bright red flame awns have shown an overwhelming trend, trying to completely 

submerge the whole world! 

 

"Almost!" 

 

The old man's red robe makes a sound of hunting, which is integrated with the common color of heaven 

and earth. The leaping seedlings of divine fire turn into countless small fire phoenix flying around him. 

Every time they incite the divine feather, the broken world that is about to jump to pieces is cracked 

again! 

 

"Unexpectedly, the holy fire has such a power that even this empty land can't resist!" 

 

Under the nearly broken body of emperor Taiyan, the crazy color on his face showed. He immediately 

stretched out his thin right arm and held it with one finger in the air! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

On the whole dome, countless golden sky fires loomed, propping up the broken space from the corner 

of heaven and earth. The golden clouds are like tightly stitched needles and threads, showing a 

tendency to mend the sky! 

 

"Joo!" 



 

The wailing sound of the fire phoenix sounded, and soon the whole bamboo forest was completely 

burned into fly ash. It rushed out of the purple sea at the foot of emperor Taiyan, and the two fire lights 

from his eyes went straight to the old man! 

 

Emperor Taiyan snorted coldly. In the face of such an invincible holy fire, even he dared not have half 

the color of carelessness. He opened and closed his palms and photographed countless palm prints one 

after another. Layers of golden fire ripples tore the space and suddenly came to the world. The golden 

shield was defensive and resisted the blow of the holy God Huang! 
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"Hiss!" 

 

At the bottom of the purple sea, a shining purple awn reflected a peaceful light across the thousands of 

feet of abyss. The huge sword shadow cut off the sea and divided the endless purple sand sea into two. 

The old man looked, and a peerless fierce sword showed a cold awn! 

 

"Good!" 

 

Seeing that the emperor's sword has been formed, the fanaticism in emperor Taiyan's eyes is no longer 

covered up. In addition to ecstasy, the killing intention in his eyes is shown! 

 

"In that case, the holy fire will stay!" 

 

His purpose is very simple. The sword embryo should be born in the world, and the remaining divine fire 

is also in his bag. It seems that Lao naive is blessed and makes him happy! 

 

"As long as you subdue the origin of the non intelligent fire phoenix and completely pull it away from ye 

Chen's blood, the divine fire is also mine!" 

 



"At that time, I will be invincible in this world!" 

 

"Evil beast, die!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes were cold. He no longer blindly defended. He was blessed with exquisite fire 

control. His tiny figure stood on the void and looked at the holy God Huang in front of him. He was 

happy and not afraid! 

 

The old man pointed out boldly, a touch of light burst out a dazzling golden awn, went straight to the 

sky, evolved into a scorching sun, and shone the whole world again under this already sunless starry sky! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

A trace of hostility flashed in the fire phoenix's eyes, which made it very restless. Even under the 

gorgeous divine feather with bright red light, it was steaming with a burning feeling, trying to refine it! 

 

Where the golden light shines, everything becomes nothingness! 

 

Countless falling stars turned into hills, which also disappeared invisible under the golden light 

 

Even the purple sea at the foot evaporated slowly. 

 

"Damn, this world can't jump to pieces. If it is damaged, I will lose my body and can't come to the world 

again!" 

 

"If you could use that means, there wouldn't be so much trouble..." 

 

Emperor Taiyan murmured, taking into account the advantages and disadvantages. 

 

This terrible day, I want to melt this world! 



 

"It turns out that this old guy is the old enemy of Taishen in the past..." 

 

"No wonder the bamboo forest where Taishen lives in seclusion is also built according to the scenery 

here. This purple bamboo..." 

 

Back in those days, Taishen and Taiyan emperor had a war here. The star meteorite world had no 

vitality, but somehow, a kind of divine stone was born, which was mysterious and even derived vitality! 

 

By chance, they stepped into this pure land. At that time, they were far less powerful than they are now. 

They still couldn't spy on their origin! 

 

In order to compete for this opportunity, Taiyan emperor and Taishen fought. Finally, Taishen won a 

little and buried the enemy Taiyan emperor here. 

 

However, he is too weak to take away the source of the divine stone. He can't break the mystery after 

staying here for a long time, so he has to be unwilling to leave 

 

Then the space was abandoned. For countless years, the God stone gathered the spirit of emperor 

Taiyan here by chance, incarnated in the light of stars, and became such a half human and half ghost 

existence! 

 

"This divine stone is not a product of foreign countries. It is called star meteorite. It is the mother of all 

things that cast weapons, but... It also has defects." 

 

At the bottom of the purple sea at the moment, ling'er also understood the reason of this according to 

the open brocade bag. 

 

"Sister..." 

 

Just when ling'er was reasoning, the gentle little tongue licked ling'er's arm, and the milk voice came, 

which made ling'er speechless for a while! 



 

"The star meteorite was originally refined and collected by ancient Da Neng to seal the existence of 

some taboos. If the expectation is not bad, the desperate situation of death is also related to this thing!" 

 

"But this serious star meteorite, which is generally sealed, is very fierce and evil. Once it is born, it can 

be said to stir up the situation in the nine days!" 

 

Ling'er's guess will never go wrong, but he came half a step late. When he returned, ye Chen had used 

the power of divine fire to refine the star. The seal during this period was also to get out of trouble! 

 

"Sister!" 

 

The purple little Kirin rubbed the linger who was kneeling in front of her. Her big eyes blinked. She was 

very cute! 

 

"How could such a little thing come out!" 

 

Ling'er could not help but hold her forehead and sigh, which was far beyond her expectation. At present, 

this harmless little cute man and animal made her head big for a while! 

 

Even if she was born with a great devil or a peerless beast, she was still expected, but what guy came 

out? 

 

Looking at the little purple Unicorn whose belly is rolling and has to roll and somersault for several steps, 

it's terrible! 

 

"Little fellow, I have fulfilled our promise!" 

 

Ye Chen on one side said! 

 

"Ye Chen, you're awake!" 



 

Seeing this, the purple little Kirin immediately moved towards Ye Chen, and walked closer in small steps, 

and got into Ye Chen's arms. 

 

"How does it know your name is Ye Chen?" 

 

Ling'er couldn't help wondering. Although this guy looks harmless to humans and animals, it's by no 

means simple. The previously hidden horror breath, the phantom of breaking the purple sea with a 

sword, and even the terrible sword momentum of extinction for nine days were evolved by this little 

Kirin! 

 

"This..." 

 

At this moment, even ye Chen was a little confused! 

 

Looking at the little guy as sticky as a ball in his arms, ye Chen had to smile. 

 

"Forget it..." 

 

"Can you hide it from the old fox and find a way to get out of trouble?" 

 

Ling'er sat on the ground and spread his hands helplessly. 

 

Although he cheated emperor Taiyan for the time being, most of the heroic spirit given by Taishen in the 

brocade bag has been used by Ye Chen to suppress the evil intention of God's hot powder! 

 

The remaining half points, I'm afraid, can't delay too long! 

 

"Little guy, I can't see. You're so good at imitation!" 

 



Ye Chen rubbed the purple unicorn's head. The phantom that the little guy imitated can confuse the 

false with the true! 

 

Even the terrible smell can be imitated! 

 

In other words, the fire phoenix fighting with emperor Taiyan on the purple sea at the moment Is it 

fake? 

 

"Can I arrange the space boundary?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at ling'er and frowned. 

 

At present, this world is inexplicably brought by Emperor Taiyan. Whether it can escape is still unknown. 

 

Ling'er's closed eyes slowly opened, shook his head and said, "that guy strengthened the space 

boundary, and my current ability is not enough to break the game." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the top of his head. The purple sea, which was about to evaporate under the 

scorching sun, fell into silence. Now he can only choose to race against time! 

 

...... 

 

Screen rotation. 

 

"Joo!" 

 

The fire phoenix in front of emperor Taiyan just wanted to spread its wings. The bright golden light 

turned into a big net and bound it firmly! 

 

It is the same as the previous scene near the city of too! 



 

The fire phoenix gave a sad cry, and the half mark in the middle of the eyebrow flashed. The bright red 

divine feather showed endless fire. Even the golden net had faint signs of fragmentation! 

 

"Evil animal!" 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes flashed and shouted, "gilded halberd!" 
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The golden lines that mend the sky on the nine days were slowly pulled away. This stable space lost the 

support of the terrorist power of emperor Taiyan and became windy and rainy again! 

 

"This guy has removed his imprisonment. We have hope!" 

 

Ling'er's frown at the bottom of the purple sea stretched for a few minutes. 

 

The little Qilin in Ye Chen's arms whispered, "come on, sister!" 

 

After that, he made a humanized gesture of refueling and waved his small claws constantly. 

 

...... 

 

In the void, a bloody halberd slowly emerged, and the sharp moment of shining in the world is to break 

through this space together with heaven and earth! 

 

The flame Phoenix's eyes twinkled with anger, and immediately rushed to the sky. The wings covering 

the sky turned into sharp blades and fought against the halberd. 

 



"Hiss!" 

 

With only one blow, half of the wings of the divine Phoenix were cut off! 

 

The endless blood rain turned into bright red flames and fell into the void. Drops fell and collapsed the 

starry mountains, and the purple sea ripples transpiration. Even if the divine Phoenix fought hard, it was 

difficult to resist the killing of emperor Taiyan! 

 

"Hum, how can you control such a powerful flame with your little too true environment, but..." 

 

"If you can do this, you are proud enough. Next, I will create the legend of divine fire!" 

 

The red robe of emperor Taiyan has been broken, and the flesh evolved by the stars is also 

overwhelmed. At this moment, the right arm is completely broken! 

 

If you hurt the enemy a thousand, you will lose eight hundred! 

 

In the eyes of emperor Taiyan, Gu Jing had no wave. He seemed to care nothing about it. He stared at 

the divine Phoenix in front of him, and the only left arm stretched out slowly. 

 

"Cut!" 

 

The golden halberd that pierced the heaven and earth turned its edge and cut it hard towards the 

eyebrow of the half winged God Huang! 

 

The whole world seemed to be peeled off by life. The blade as fast as an electric switch stabbed the 

head of the divine Phoenix in an instant! 

 

"Joo!" 

 



Under the old man's evil smile, the ten thousand feet of Phoenix body slowly jumped and dissipated, 

and the bright red flame covering the sky slowly dispersed. Seeing this, the hot sun on the nine days also 

slowly faded away! 

 

Taiyan emperor's left arm was also broken, but the happy color on the old man's face was gradually rich. 

Looking at the body falling slowly in the void, he looked down at the sky! 

 

…… 

 

The mighty and clear Qi given by the Taishen God was completely dispersed by the Taiyan emperor. The 

illusion of the little Kirin simulating the breath of the divine Phoenix at the bottom of the purple sea was 

broken, and he also sneezed a few times in succession. 

 

"Eh?" 

 

Ye Chen and ling'er on one side were surprised to find that the little guy could break through the wall of 

space even when he sneezed! 

 

You know, the stability of this space, even the existence of linger, who is very good at the power of 

space, is difficult to break! 

 

This little guy, two sneezes? 

 

"I'll go..." 

 

Ling'er widened his eyes, couldn't help but get up in a moment and snatched the little guy from ye 

Chen's arms. Little Qilin's big eyes turned, "sister!" 

 

Ling'er drew a radian at the corner of her mouth and said with a warm smile: "little thing, come and 

sneeze again!" 

 

Ye Chen: " 



 

At the bottom of the purple sea, ye Chen watched one person and one beast transmit in a different way. 

At the moment, the "Ye Chen" shot down by Emperor Taiyan fell slowly and struggled in this completely 

and devastated world. 

 

"Boy, you are so proud that you can chisel through this world!" 

 

The eyes of emperor Taiyan, who judged all things, were full of cold. Compared with the "great 

emperor" who was close to the city of Taizhi, it was a big court path. 

 

Ye Chen, who struggled to get up, looked at the guy who lost his arms in the void without saying a word. 

 

"Holy fire..." 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes showed a yearning color, and two golden awns shot out of his eyes, which 

pierced Ye Chen's chest! 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Emperor Taiyan, who couldn't feel the slightest blood force, looked like a meal. 

 

The figure slowly opened his mouth and said, "a hundred footed insects, dead but not stiff!" 

 

The extremely calm eyes revealed a trace of indelible vicissitudes of life. 

 

This does not belong to the so-called Ye Chen. 

 

This look 

 

"It's you!" 



 

Emperor Taiyan gave a big drink. The posture of his old enemy has been remembered every day for 

countless years! 

 

"No! No!" 

 

The old man in red robe roared fiercely, full of anger and unwilling, but ye Chen raised his eyes and 

whispered, "Taiyan, you and I will see each other again!" 

 

It was only an understatement that left a sentence. Ye Chen's body slowly dispersed, and a wisp of pure 

air slowly solidified into the appearance of a man wearing a crown. His calm eyes looked directly at the 

old man with a broken arm! 

 

This time, I almost tried my best, but I found that I was put together? 

 

Emperor Taiyan, who was about to split his canthus, smashed the virtual shadow of Taishen with an 

angry blow, and immediately drank, "Ye Chen, get out of here!" 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, in the Taishen mountain, the closed Taishen slowly opened his eyes, a trace of divine 

meaning flowed among them, and muttered, "I didn't expect you to be alive!" 

 

"What's more, I didn't expect to meet the Lord of reincarnation. Is this the doomed cause and effect?" 

 

...... 

 

Screen rotation. 

 

Taiyan emperor's mind poked out and searched the whole space world without results. The angry Taiyan 

emperor couldn't help but get angry and spewed out his blood essence. 



 

The old Goblins who have lived for countless years are fooled around by a boy in taizhenjing! 

 

His feet stepped down hard, and strands of golden handwriting appeared on the void, and then 

dispersed and disappeared. 

 

Emperor Taiyan's eyes were fierce, and he immediately said in a deep voice: "when my injury gets 

better, the ends of the earth will kill you!" 

 

...... 

 

At the same time, near the city of too. 

 

In recent days, the Xiao family's family has been like a city, and there has been an endless stream of 

people coming and going. They are all guests who come to the door to give gifts and greet each other. 

Since being mentioned by the "Taiyan emperor", the Xiao family has been at the height of the sun for a 

time in this near Taizhi City, and the threshold has almost been broken! 

 

Xiao Qin was also exhausted for a time. As the saying goes, he had to stay with people who didn't hit a 

smiling face! 

 

With the relationship between Ye Chen and Emperor Taiyan, even the four hidden strongmen in the 

near Taizhi city look up to Xiao Qin. 

 

Xiao Qin is also worthy of being the daughter of Xiao prison. She made a decisive decision. Xiao Su was 

killed by her three people. She just took the opportunity to rectify the Xiao family and completely sweep 

out the family of the elder. Xiao CE, the grandson of Xiao Su, was in heaven and hell overnight! 

 

"Master, now the Xiao family is like the sun in the middle of the sky. It has the potential of being the 

largest family in the nearby Taiji city. Do we want to do something?" 

 

Wang family, the scholar reports to Wang teng the developments of the Xiao family in recent days. 



 

"Should we also prepare a small gift to visit?" At the same time, Qi and Zhu, the remaining two of the 

three families, also met to talk. 

 

"But this means that we have recognized the status of the Xiao family. There are no more four giants in 

this near Taizhi city!" 

 

The head of the whole family is not responsible for it. 

 

"Even Xiao Su's pulse has been swept out of the door. If Xiao Qin is more cruel, no one dares to say 

injustice!" 

 


